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tionally among the Lucky Peak irrigation users (111,950 ac ft),
Idaho Fish and Game use (50,000 ac ft) and the remaining noncontracted space (42,350 ac ft).

If the deficit were greater

than the Lucky Peak capacity, the remainder would be proportionally shared by the Anderson Ranch contractors.

During the irrigation season as natural flows decline to
such level that not all rights can be fully satisfied, the canal
rights are progressively adjusted to 75 percent, then 60 percent
in accordance with the sliding scale.

If there were unsatisfied

reservoir rights, they would be cut to zero if necessary to
prevent sliding scale cuts to irrigation users.

Stored water use will be charged whenever a diversion
exceeds the right it is entitled to exercise at that time.

This

includes any diversion in excess of its total rights when all
rights are good, or excesses above the applicable sliding scale
rights.

If flood control releases occur after these stored water

charges, the stored water use account will be returned to zero.

In determining natural flows at the reservoirs, evaporation
will be added back, because under natural conditions, this loss

not

would~occur.

At the end of the irrigation season, the storage

accounts must therefore also be adjusted for this loss.
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Implications of Accounting Changes

Probably the most significant effect of the accounting
change results from computation and allocation of natural flow at
each reservoir.

The former method allocated the total physical

fill based upon the overall right sequence:
Ranch and Lucky Peak.
flow upstream.

Arrowrock, Anderson

This had the effect of crediting natural

Mores Creek water was moved to Arrowrock and

Anderson until they filled.

After Arrowrock filled, gain below

Anderson Ranch was moved into Anderson until it filled.

The new method will always result in some accrual to Lucky
Peak because of its location.

Following is a comparison of

accounting effects on accrual using 1973 and 1977 data.

Allocation (1000 AC FT)
1977*
1973
Former
Former
New
New
Anderson Ranch
Arrowrock
Lucky Peak

420.6
286.6
211.1

389.7
286.6
249.2

219.0
263.7
182.0

219.0
226.5
214.0

* 1977 allocation was changed due to adjustments between Lake
Lowell and Arrowrock.
Such adjustments were not made in other
years and are not reproducible.
In most other recent years, the system approximately filled
and only minor differences would result.

With the exception of 1977, Lake Lowell's storage condition
has had no direct effect on accrual in the main river reservoirs.
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Lake Lowell was, and will continue to be, independent of the
river.

When New York Canal diversions in winter exceed the natural
flow or exceed the winter diversion right (1354.58 cfs), the
excess is stored water.

It will be deducted from the Boise

Project carryover from the previous year, and

these storage

withdrawals can be refilled in the period ending 31 March.
Storage diversions after 31 March cannot be credited with refill
because they must be treated like the other irrigation diversions.

The watermaster will limit New York Canal storage

diversion to the volume of prior year carryover.

Similarly, releases of fish flow water from the Idaho Fish
and Game Department space and/or the USBR uncontracted space will
be taken from carryover in these accounts.
this space in the period ending 31 March.

They, too, can refill
If any releases of

this type occur after 31 March, the space used after that date
will not be refillable.

Inclusion of evaporation in the natural flow computation
will cause an increase in natural flow, and a consequent decrease
in stored water use.

This will be balanced by adjusting the

reservoir accounts downward, but the gainers and losers will, to
some extent, be different canals.

Although no comparisons have

been made it is believed that impacts would be minor.
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Computation of gains below Lucky Peak will result in less
stored water use because of the increase in natural flow
available.

When conditions are such that no natural flow need be passed
at Middleton and/or Caldwell, flows of

cfs and

cfs at

these locations will be designated as "operational flow" to
prevent stored water from passing these points.

Below these

locations, the operational flow will revert to natural flow.

Stored water use can occur before peak storage is reached
for the three main river reservoirs.

The result will be slightly

greater fill and more storage use in some years.

Possible Other Future Changes

The following items will not be addressed in 1987 accounting
but may require work in the future.

(1)

If it is determined that use of real time data results

in substantial error, it may be appropriate to make revisions at
the end of the season and run a revised final accounting.

(2)

Because of its interchange with Indian Creek, there is

an apparent need to gage the Riverside Canal above that stream.

(3)

Consideration should be given to incorporating travel
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time in the process of determining natural flow.

(4)

A method should be devised for estimating river diver-

sion by the Boise Water Corporation Ranney collectors and other
non-agricultural diversions.
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